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Beetles infest
campus trees

CSU given ’no confidence’
Student vote
protests
overruns
By Mary Hayes
Daily staff writer
For the first time in the California State University system’s
history, the chancellor’s office
received a vote of ’no confidence" from the California State
Student Association.
The vote came in response to
Chancellor Ann Reynolds management of the Rec Center project which is now almost $10
million over budget.
"The vote implies that the students of the CSU system have no
faith in the ability of the chancellor’s office to handle audent projects." said Terry McCarthy.
Associated Students president.
"It is the fear of the other 18
campuses that are constructing
projects similar to the Rec Center
that they will be victims of the
same mismanagement." he said.
In July, the chancellor assured
the CSSA there would not be a
student fee increase at SJSU this
year. said John Richardson, student liaison of the CSSA.
Yet the chancellor’s office had
planned to sell California State
Revenue Bonds this fall, meaning student fees would probaby
increase next semester, Richardson said.
Apparently, the chancellor referred to the calendar year rather
than the academic one, he said.
The bonds cannot be sold unless students’ fees are raised
shortly thereafter. The bonds
help finance the Rec Center, and
student fees finance the bonds.
Richardson said.
Furthermore, the scheduled
February opening of the Rec
Center will require the immediate repayment of a $6.5 million
temporary loan.
"The CSU could not extend
the life of that loan beyond completion of the Rec Center."
Richardson said. "At that time
the bond sales must have taken
place."
At a meeting scheduled for
Tuesday. Richardson said the
CSSA would request the Hoard
of Trustees to initiate investigation of the management of the
Rec Center.
As of Tuesday morning, John
Flillyard, assistant vice chancel Iii
business and auxiliary
services, and Jeff Stetson. director of university relations and
public services, said they were
unaware of the CSSA’s vote of
no confidence and could not

By Martin Cheek
Daily stall writer
Hug -infested elms around the reci
denee halls might endanger p’u,.
ersby, but there is disagreement on
whether to cut the trees down.
Elm leaf beetles have infected and
are destroying the trees, said
groundsworker Rene Suellen. Test
samples were taken from the trees
last week to determine if a disease
was killing them, and if so, which
one.
At the end of the spring semester.
a limb fell on the sidewalk from an
infected elm bv Markham Hall.
Snellen said. He estimated the limb
weighed about 800 pounds and could
have hurt or killed a person.
Gary Konchan, grounds supervi
sm. said he contacted Ray Montgomery of the Env ironniental Health
and Safety office after the incident.
Konchan said he was concerned the
diseased trees might endanger students and faculty.
Montgomery was unavailable for
comment.
Last week, a special state agency
involved in inspecting trees for
Dutch elm disease examined the
trees.
Konchan said he isn’t sure if the
trees have Dutch elm disease, hut
they are definitely infected with the
elm leaf beetle.
"If they don’t have the disease,
they’re so stressed out that they’re
piing to get it soon. lie said.
Ciniis Takahashi. ...maim. of the

Dave Erickson

Daily staff photographer

Student holds up dead leaf from
beetle-infested elm tree.
SJSU entomology museum, said the
problem with the trees occurs annually because elm beetles infest the
bark and leaves.
"There’s no real cause for concern about the health of the trees at
all, he said. "It happens every
year."
Elm beetles eat the trees’ nutrients. thus causing a net -like appearance on the leaves. Takahashi
said.
"The trees have had this problem
for years, but they don’t suffer any
real damage from it. he said.
See TRI-.1N. hack paw

Minority enrollment

SJSU lags behind
OD each
’rerry McCarthy, A.S. President. uses a bullhorn
to boost brownie sales during the Assmiated Stu’
comment on the matter.
The chancellor could not he
reached for comment.
Many questions have yet to he
answered. Richardson said, such
as why the building has cost
overruns in its design engineering.
McCarthy said he has not received copies of blueprints and
documents outlining the design
changes requested months ago.
’(Chancellor Reynolds) said

’People sometimes confuse what
drugs really are. You weren’t born with
a cigarette in your mouth or a drink in
your hand’
Jim Walters,
Director of academic affairs

Week stresses abstinence
By Teresa Lyddane
Daily staff writer
Red ribbons don’t always mean
second place.
During Red Ribbon Week, from
Oct. 23 to 30. they will indicate "a
winner." according to Jim Walters,
director of academic affairs.
Millions of Americans will wear
red ribbons to symbolite their commitment to a drug -free, healthy lifestyle.
This is the first year SJSU will
participate in the three -year-old national campaign.
The Academic Senate approved
campus participation in a meeting
Monday with the President’s Core
Committee on Substance Abuse in
accordance with the decision.
Red Ribbon Week is designed to
bring drug awareness to campus.
"People sometimes confuse what
drugs really are." Walters said.
"You weren’t born with a cigarette
in your mouth or a drink in your
hand.
The Red Ribbon campaign began
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after Federal Agent Ennque Camarena was murdered by drug traffickers in 1985. The red ribbon symbol yes the movement to end the
demand for drugs.
To promote Red Ribbon Week.
the San Jose Police Department v. ill
bring a car on campus that cc us in a
drug -related accident.
’We plan to use a lot of ’scared
straight’ tactics." Walters said.
Walters said he v, ants to see an activity take place each day of the campaign week.
’Lectures alone are not appropriate in this case,’ he said.
Spartan Shops will take pan in the
activities. Manager Ron Duval donated 600 red ribbons imprinted with
the phrase "The choice for me.
drug -free!"
The ribbons will he included in
Spaitan Shops employees’ paychecks with an explanation of the
campaign. Workers iv ill he encouraged to wear the ribbons during Red
Ribbon Week.

IaIy sta photographer

dents’ bake sale. Proceeds from the sale will go toward paying for the Rec Center cost twerruns.

it takes time to copy those things
and send them to me." McCarthy said. "That was four months
ago.
Richardson said litigation,
though not guaranteed, will
probably happen in the future.
"If the matter is under litigation. there will be no bond
sale," said SJSU President Gail
Fullerton at a September 6 press
conference. "It could create, in
the king run, exceedingly exten

sive additional costs in financing."
The CSSA will also push the
Rec Center committee I., further
investigate funding possibilities
iii hen
The organiration belies
options have not been "whole
heartedly explored. Richardson
said.
At the Sept. 7 Rec Center
committee ifleeting, the chancel Iii s,MIY suggestion to Avoid in sac OVERRt.% thiek Page

By Stan Carlberg
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s minorii% enrollment re
mains conspicuously below the 50 percent mark now crossed by most
California schools.
But school and state officials say
the university soon will join the recent trend of becoming mostly non
white.
"From the statistics I’v e seen, I
think that we will continue to see the
same trends grow in the ’,Mlle dile,
lion," SJSU Academic Vice Pies’
dent Lee Donis/ said.
California State School Chief Bill
Honig said the projected fall enrollment is 49 2 percent white, 30.7 percent Hispanic. 9 percent black, 7.6
percent Asian, 2.2 percent Filipinos
and 1.3 percent other.
At SJSU. last spring’s total of
non-white students rose 1.56 percent
from fall ’Kti. raising non-white students enrollment level to 35.81 percent. CaUCiINI:111\ dropped to 57.41
percent.

’We will continue to
see the same
trends grow in the
same direction.’
Lee Dorosz,
academic vice president
"There could be several reaswis
\shy we’re still behind." Bob
sociol.igy professor, said.
"It could be that minorities in the
area aren’t meeting the quail! ’canons
or that we need more effective ways
of recruiting students from other
schools."
Susan Hansen of the SJSU Students Activities thinks differently.
"Our outreach for all Northern
(’at it mita high schools and commumtv olleges is really good," she
S ,,
back page

Published writers add new dimension to faculty
By Leah Pels
Daily staff writer
Famous people conic and go at
SJSU. but two critically -acclaimed
fiction writers are here to stay.
John Kenny Crane’s "Legacy ot
Ladysmith’’ hit the charts in 1986
and became the Book of the Month
Club’s featured selection in September of that year.
Crane is the new dean of the College of Humanities and Arts.
Craig Strete. dubbed "a bloody
genius" by John Lennon. has created several collections of short fiction and two novels including "Rum
Down the Night" and "Death in the
Spirit House," according to the San
Jose Center for Poetry and Literature.
Strete is now an instructor in the
English department.
"Students who like writing have
more opportunities now to have teachers who are more experienced as
writers." said Allen Soldofsky, executive director of SJSU’s poetry
center. "This makes San Jose State
special."
Oklahoma
Crane moved f
State University to SJSU because of
his desire kir another challenge.
’As head of Oklahoma State’s
English department for three years I
was in charge of rebuilding the program.’’ Crane said. "After completing that goal I had to decide whether
I wanted to stay and run what I had
built, Or it/ nut% e on and up.’
As dean, Crane is challenged with

Mark StUdyvin
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John (’rane, dean of humanities and arts, gets settled
finding replacements fin the mem
hers of the English faculty v. ho are
retiring this year.
He also plans to "sew together the
sent i related departments in this
scluiol tot Humanities and Arts) and
to look out for their commmon vve I tare.
ersity means one truth. and
"t
I’d like hi see all the departments
work toward that one truth," (’fiine

said.
Crane did not expect the success
of his recent book
"When you write a hook you lust
hope that it will he published.** the
author said. "Anything else is
good.
"The Legacy of Ladysmith" is
based on the Boer War in 19th -century South Africa. The war was a

struggle
between
Dutch -French
farmers (Ehlers) and British forces
over a region rich w ith diamonds and
gold.
The book was published in hardback in Slay of 1986 and is now
available in paperback
After Crane exhaust.. the avenues
of a novel. lie turns to %riling scholarly works
’I think being able to branch out
is indicativ e of someone becoming a
dean.’ he said.
In one of his hooks he studied
-r H. White. the British author of
’The Once and Future Knirg
Crane also recent] v finished a
study of William Faulkner
Filling a blank page cc ith "junk"
is sometimes nev
y tot Crane to
get started on a nos el
"It’s kind of like warming up a
car.’ lie said.
Crane sees himself as someone
who writes instinctively. But sometimes if
a lb th chapter he has difficulty beginning the 11th
"I have to write in very lucky moments." the
dii said. "Imagination doesn’t alw
work on cue.’’
Strele apparently
has never
stopped writing
"flu: Natty e American author is
writing a play between his fiction writing classes and had no time for
inters ley.%
Strete previously worked as a
screenwriter in Hollywood and
taught at Bloomsburg College in
Sec FA(*(11.TY, back page
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No confidence
in the chancellor
I

I student representat is es don’t
all they aim to this semester, their
kitermination gives us faith in their intentions.
lhat’s more than we can say tor the adtbinistraions of this school and California State Universth
Letters to the Editor
The California State Student Association’s
decision to give Chancellor Ann Reynolds a
like the tau that yiii aft! antee an adequately-siz.ed classroom
ote of "no confidence" for her handling of Press should pursue
I look tor - from which my instructors’ job
Ket.p ii up
killistio111111.!
Ldtio,
the Rec Center makes us confident in our stuy, aid to being able to suppoit soli tor would be made less complicated and
s
your
entilled
dent officials.
in turn wiruld enhance my education.
highei iii I
doe, die Cli III!Ohs iously. my tees didn’t go toThe Associated Students have taken daring. poses questions 1111,11. it \iii is ill
.10%elth I. 41il5tfl
%Morin*. ward ensuring that the Rec Center
and in our opinion, necessary measures this se- alloys me, I is ill amiss et bow the
\ layer’ Law Offices would be completed on time. With
mester to demonstrate their opposition to the perspectise 01 a In7 I graduate
the grand opening some time in
You :oils it issues ot loose sosii.’
March and my graduation in May.
administration’s policies. They took the school mach. es antl the 101111e1 is it
All that glitters
I’ll get a whole two and a half
Iic
e111%.1111 It, Ilie
t1i
to -court is el* the is
.ditia
months iise of the complex.
111111..
wi
t,Ilusiululits
saes ol canccllinc
Editorials
\
’sly tees also didn’t go toward hirPoint in
Idt.1.1111 (kit:stile ’,It..., 11.1se the right
..(iolddiggers shoriehanged in lin e.
ing more cashiers. operators or ad:ninor sports and
to report it it Hooke-. Mg prying into us very well -taken. Along her lines. mission
and records personnel. so I
terminating student family housing. So far, the the prisaie u i.ilis 01 iambi; officials? Id like to make a suggestion ki all
v,
have to wait in line for 50
To answer Mat kIueshliri 11 Ii !WC
idni inistration hasn’t budged.
the golddiggers Out there: Instead ot
to give you another $20 so
ii
t:,.11\
111t11111C 11111, Ilk’ kit111111..aiittempting to dig the money out ot you can tell me what classes I need
We can only hope the CSU administration 111,11N till 11112110111,C I would
say that then prospective or current mates,
to graduate. So I then can give you
is more responsive to student protest.
at the bottom 1,1 it i I I . high ii icial they should all dig tor their missing
more money for my diploma.
he a char.
their vote of "no confidence," the /Ill’st
hi mi cells.
Rut I don’t really need to hear
Sure its smart to think about your reply. because I’ve heard it bestudent representatives hope to convince the aLlel. kit,IL111:111\ his e II
liliCs11011 lo ask regaiding
\ II eils
elseti
ing
someone
:kiwi’
bucks.
hut
Board of Trustees that Reynolds is not serving the eltaraiter tit ( ;at Hart is is hethet
tOn
properties and camouflaging it with
a situation you
the cliissrmn
the needs of st u LI ents .
1,5i1111 111 iii ui.. 1 11,111 is hut cheats
’love’. is a premeditated. albeit sub- would say .
is difficult to know
his %site It lie
on
his
commitment
to
They demand a full investigation of the Rec
tle. torm 01 theft The icalIN smart what the eNat.’t enrollments are going
cheats oil her. is III he diva!
odic!. people kilos,. ’,eller
thdi a c’11111C to be from semester to semester
Center. but don’t want the chancellor to partici- commtttnent,, When slid (tit
he shut
ml 111.1(situ I ,10,s not pay
(Spartan Dill,. Sept. 121. I don’t acpike in the process. They’re afraid this would cheating ’ W lien will he skip
golsIsliggia spirit in cept that response. The university
Slay.
Clearly a mattei of chat:tete?
invalidate the results.
is
line
es el y one. but the slemaisallial
knows ahead of time how many stuRegarding the eotkItto ii Alan drawn ligtvsggir
r,,b,liarit dents are going to be in the school
Students are entitled to such an investiga- Ginsburg.
his us,. irt t1111!:,.
,,riihirgging
and
those
mint
abow
and what their majors are. And from
tion. Rut whether they can convince the CSU art: 1.0101 he
,
past y cals. yin) could determine
straints irt the Mu,: law
adniinistration of this is doubtful.
Mc mine v Mika anic and unsung p,
wl,ipiLuiliargeneral education classes are
vioviolate
to
it_
If
he
was
willing
it)
Like the SJSU administration, CSU offihuman beings
late the drug laws. what 1,111er laws 11
Too had golddiggers do not real On the Rec Center. you probably
cials tend to simply wait until student turnover he willing to %nitrite. on what basis
that then easy way up could very would say that you have no control
quells student unrest.
and tin is hat purpose ’ Will we al
well be their doss rit,ilI II the end.
Mel the mishaps that occur during a
Still, we support the CSSA and the A.S. for wav s agigg rill his interpretation ill
Carina Flores minect of that size. But I don’t acwhen the la%1/4 in he s mimed! ()tice
Political
Science
cept that either. I attended the Unitheir efforts. And if we’re not sure of our suc- a person begins bending the law .
Junior versity ot California at Davis for one
L:ess in taking on these executives, at least where does he qty.’ ()me again. a
year. There, they had two to three
we’ve informed them that we’re not at all con- becomes a matter ot character.
times as many projects going on
Missing fees
Regarding
On:
rights
oi
the
pies,
fident in the job they’re doing for us.
all on schedule.
to report. it 11 hest to ;dim% them
II.

Dan nemeyer bill
invades privacy
In November, Californians will face y cl iii AIDS ballot initiative.
Proposition 102. authored by Congressman
II iam Dannemeyer, requires health officials
to -report to the government. within 48 hours of
fing. the names of people they know and
they suspect have the HIV infection.
Not only does this LaRouche clone invade
Ac’s priv acv. it also invades that of their
iaintances. Those who test positive would
si have to report the names of those with
i in they .ve had sexual contact. This infor. won could then be released to insurance
,ntpanlcs and employers.
Prop. 102 would tag AIDS victims with a
II let letter and discourage high -risk individu.IIN Irom being tested.
It would eliminate all
testing confidentiality.
Worse still is the precedent it sets. This
proposition would open the door to mandatory
testing and quarrantine. AIDS victims would
he treated as modern-day lepers
The AIDS problem is serious enough without Dannemeyer’s scare tactics. Public exposure w ill only force the problem underground
and make a bad situation worse.
..r

Forum Policy
. Hie Spartan I tarry would ht.,’ to hear front
sIII
our readers Your ideas. somments, eni
ii. sins arid suggestions are encouraged
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However. personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not he published
All letters may be edited for length and libel.
and the Daily reserves the right to limit the number
of letters on a gis en topic after a sufficient amount
of comment has appeared.
I .etters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level
1>eltver letters to the Daily Mine on the second
floor of Dwight Bentel Hall. 01 to the Student
Linton Information desk.

full, unfettered f reeslom without
qualification. There is ill he instances
of abuse. but I vi.ould rather Ilse with
the few times when I don’t like what
is
being
reported than have
censorship and a reduction of the
free flow. it ideas. Ones juicy headline is someone elses vital story.
As toi sou, keep your nose clean
if t1,11 \kalii it, he in politics. It is an
extremely dilly game in \vinyl) ey
cry thing is lair game if it will sway

chili
I !lase a question tor the administration of S.ISt Wheie are our fees
going ’
I’s CI suit lele I .
ou get more
money t RIM IIIC. Alld every Settle!,
Ii WOW. I get less &run you.
Fees is ent up this year. Of course
this didn’t surprise me. I do. his,
C’,, eypeci reasonahle sersise iii return. TNNo out of niN I uc classes are
ridiculously sivercrousled.
fees don’t guarObs musty . ui

As far as lines and waiting on hold
go. you would tell me to be patient.
The beginning of school is always a
,our. but in a couple of weeks, things
will be hack to normal. That response I definitely couldn’t accept.
Department stores hire seasonal
help. Why can’t SJSU?
I hope that when I get out in the
real iidsertising world. I will bring
wuihu we the knowledge given to me
by instructors and peers, and that I
will leave the examples set by SJSU
administrators at SJSU.

Eric Warfel
Senior
Advertising

Article lacking

N disdain tor organized religion started
during school.Calludie school, in the
eighth grade.
My teacher, a German nun named Sister
Agnes, droned on as she of ten did during our
afternoon religion class. Suddenly. a question
popped into my head, so I asked, "Why would
God put people on Earth if He knew they were
going to hell?"
Sister Agnes stopped and looked at me as if
I’d sprouted "666" on my forehead and was
standing in a burning pentagram.
"What?" she asked, less to have me repeat
what I said than to dare me to say it again.
Unfortunately I did not realize this. so I
repeated my question.
"If God knows the future and he knows
what is going to happen to its w hell %1c die,
why would he put people on Earth Ile knew
would go to hell?" I asked.
"Mr. Lewis. that will be quite enough. It
is impossible for a finite mind to understand
that which is infinite," she said calmly,
although I could see the veins on her thick
neck beginning tel bulge.
"So in other words, you don’t know," I
pointed out.
I spent the rest of the week in detention.
This was probably the point at which I
began to drift away from the Church. At first I
thought it was because religion didn’t seem to
hold enough answers for me. Now I realize
there are just too many.
There is a host of available religions to join
or subscribe to. and every single one
claims the answer to eternal bliss. As
with anything that is over-produced. its value
drops. like Ford Pintos or Cabbage Patch
Dolls.
On television I can be "saved" two or
three times a night while scanning the channels
(possibly three times more if I get cable).
In an airport, I can be born-again a few
times with numerous robed zealots, and still
make my plane.
I can "see the light," "hear the word."
"celebrate the sabbath," praise Allah.
Buddha. Yahweh or any selection of supreme
beings in more places then I can buy shoes.
But what do many of these religions offer
besides pancake breakfasts and organ music?
I can live a fairly decent life and be kind to
my neighbor without sending money to the 700
club. I can help the poor and feed the hungry
without selling boring little books door to
door.
Through the years I’ve discovered that
giving my lunch to someone hungry or
volunteering for a charitable organization
gives me greater satisfaction than religious
service ever did.
I’m not saying religion is a bad thing. It
isn’t. Many religious organizations have made
great strides in solving a number of the world’s
problems.
But maybe people should take a look inside
themselves to find their religion, truth or moral
structure. Having it dictated by some teacher
in class or a silver-haired car salesman on T.V.
brings no one closer to having his questions
answered.
Mike Lewis is the Forum Page Editor.
No, he is not a pagan, just another victim of
Catholic school.

Open Invitation

Ldliil

Friday ’s article on the Daily’s sister publication. Access Magazine,
brings welcome campus exposure.
However, sonic points that I feel
were emphasized in my interview
with reporter Martin Cheek didn’t
make it to print.
The most important thing not
mentioned in the article is that the
story, art and photographic assignments are determined by the entire
classe
W
have an extremely wellrounded and talented staff this semester. Suzanne De Long. associate
editor. has previously been on both
the Daily and Access staffs. Roger
Jennings, managing editor, teaches
students. faculty and staff how to use
the computers through the Spartan
Bookstore.
Every class member is an editor in
some capacity. We look to the campus community to provide material
to be published and edited in Access.
Attribution, a standard practice in
mumalism, is all well and good, but
enough "said." I am heavily quoted
in the article. but unfortunately at
least one of these quotes comes directly
from
the
contributor
guidelines generated by the magazine. Other quotes are incomplete.
Specifically. when questioned
about editorial direction, I said I
would personally like to make this
an arts and entertainment issue, but
that the decision rests with the Access staff and that we had not yet
voted in that direction.

Kandy Arnold
Editor
Access Magazine

The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bi-monthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed, double
spaced and approximately 2-3 pages long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not be published. All columns
will be edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight I3entel Hall.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen? Do you have
an interest in politics or social issues’? Do you
like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations?
Anyone interested in contributing either
political cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustrations for stories on a case-by -case
basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, editor
in chief, or Mike Lewis. Forum Page editor at
924-3280.
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University credit union
offers banking services
By Lorraine Morgan
Daily stall writer
Staffed by student volunteers,
the SJSU credit union offers a
wide range of banking services.
In a old, small apartment complex on Eighth and San Salvador
streets, the Washington Square
Federal Credit Union opened its
doors in May 1987.
Lawrence Rose, faculty adviser of the credit union, has been
involved with the project since its
first planning stages.
"The whole idea of a student
credit union was the idea of students," Rose said. "Keith Hashiko, graduate of SJSU and ex member of the Student Union
Board, intiated the whole idea
since other campuses already had
credit unions established."
The idea received community
support, and the National Credit
Union Administration approved a
charter in October 1987.
credit union is now in full
operation with a complete staff of
volunteer students.
"Even though the hours are
endless, I could never get this experience in another bank," said
Melody Salcido, current president and chairman of the board.
"It’s such a great opportunity to
set up a whole credit union from
scratch.’’
With only limited funds, the
operation needs a volunteer staff
to offer services to students. The
gross income is about $2,2000 a
month, according to Rose. Expenses run approximately $2,0(X)
monthly.

vie

"Most of the money goes back
to our members, and what is left
goes into the reserves," Rose
said. "All our deposits are guaranteed up to ¶100.000."
Services the credit union offers
include:
Unsecured loans with interest rates of 13.95 percent for up
to ¶1,5(X), and interest rates of 15
percent for up to ¶2,500
Savings
shared
accounts
at a 5 percent interest rate.
Certificates of deposit with
interest rates ranging from 5.3 to
10.1 percent depending on the
amount.
Secured loans with interest
rates of 10.1 percent for 12
months.
Loans based on money in
CDs as collateral.
Check
writing -- not
a
checking account. but free use of
the credit union’s checks.
Guaranteed student loans
provided by Manufacturer’s Hanover.
Fee coupons for many local
services.
The credit union recently acquired a computer to perform
most of the financial calculations.
One future goal involves relocating on campus and assisting students with their financial planning.
The credit union is open on
Mondays - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m..
Wednesdays - 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
and Fridays - 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
New day and hours effective on
Sept. 15th will be from 5 p.m. to
7 p.m.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
SJSU student, faculty and staff
organkations. hems may he submitted on fOrms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline fOr the next day’s publication is noon.
TODAY

ridge Colorado Trip, 9 am. -noon.
Student Union. For information call
288-9880.
Counseling Services: Alcoholic
Anonymous Meeting, 11:30 a.m..
Campus Ministry Center. 3(8) South
10th St. For information call 9245910.

Low turnout plagues volunteer fair
Students appear to lack interest
in community service organizations
By Leah Pets
Daily stall writer
San Jose may need community
volunteers, but SJSU students don’t
seem interested.
During the Community SCR ICC
Volunteer Recruitment Fair on Ttie.
day and Wednesday, the Student
Union Ballroom u as mostly empty
Organiier Jim Walters said that
student% attended in groups ot h.% o or
three since 9 a.m. But ....6..ts Cell noon
and I p.m.. only two people walked
by the booths.
Walters is a member of Student
Mobilization, a group of 15 students
sponsoring the "Making a Coriumment in ’814" coluntcei tau
Student Mohili/ation thu ined last
year to promote SIDS edtkidtion
among students and to enlist student
involvement. The mg:lin/awn has
since expanded to include other stu
dent awareness programs.
By asking small or nonprow
groups to come to campus. Student
Mobilization is -ofIcring student,
programs where they can do some
I

"" ’

’

GALA: Meeting/social. 4:30 p.m..
S.U. Costanoan Room. For informa
tion call 293-5273.
Career Planning and Placement:
Interview Preparation, 12:30 p.m..
S.U. Umunhurn Room. For information call 924-6033.
Math and Computer Science Department: Speaker, or. David Ellis.
4 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall Room 324.
For information call 924-5144.
Christian Science College Organization: Meeting, 3:30 p.m.. S.U.
Montalvo Room.
Amnesty International: Meeting.
7:30 p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room.
Tau Beta Pi: Meeting. 12:30 p.m.,
Engineering Building Room 106.
Washington
Square
Federal
Credit Union: Meeting. noon,
Credit Union at Eighth and San Salvador streets. For information call
947-7273.
Rugby Football Club: Practice,
3:30 p.m.. South Campus Rugby
Field. For information call 9989409.

India-Student Association: Bowling tournament, 2 p.m.. S.U. Games
Area. For information call 4463042.
Career Planning and Placement:
Videotaped practice interviewing.
1:30 p.m.. Instructional Resources
Center Room 306. For information
call 924-6033.

And
High
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9 2 4 - 2 5 6 7 / 9 2 4 - 2 5 70
*Tutor

310S THIRD STREET
OPEN 6 DAYS
295-4336

727-8515

School

Help
Students Earn

Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Round
WIC #2 1 9

the copy center

For Further Information Please Call c

es entually return home.
If no family members appear foi
counseling, the center tries to find
alternative housing
Most families show up because
they think we are SI ’MC kind oh ’au thority that will report them otherwise:* Sheila Pastore. program
coordinator. said.
Volunteers are asked to work one
shut a week, acting as sounding
boards for the teens, ansuering thy
crisis line and learning how the cen
ter operates.
People helping on the weekends
can also take the teens on outings.
perhaps to the beach or a movie
Pam Lavin has volunteered with
Planned Parenthood for six months.
working toward her one-year commitment.
’I don’t mind the length of the
program because I’m working to
ward my master’s degree in counsel
ing and this is good experience.I.avin said.

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT

kinkois

6th & WILLIAMS
ONLY $30." per Mom

college -bound

students
On campus !

once weekly!

HELP DISABLED CHILDREN

DRESS FOR SUCCESS.

SPECIAL EDUCATION STUDENT ASSISTANTS
’Earn University Credit
’Earn While You Learn
’Work Up To Twenty Hours Per Week
LEARN ABOUT:

’Disabilities
’Psychology
’Speech Therapy
’Teaching
PICK UP APPLICATION FORMS FROM:
’Career Planning and Placement Center
’Division of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services Office,
Room 204, Sweeny Hall
an’Ter,

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly ?

NAVY*OFFICER.

BASIC SPANISH

I.P.FLOAPV.‘,47,11121.SieleSAWNW.111111111.1.nelle,

Call 924-4602
or come to Foreign Languages at t
Sweeney Hall #219

’

I

SAN JOSE STATE SPECIALS

(UCPS 509-480)

ONLY

’Valid at ParticiPat-e e
Centers with coupon V
Nor valid writother
peg .2...
discounts

+Cerl

L

FREE 4-0
ADMISSION

OFF
OIL CHANGE
SERVICE

Drain Old Oil
insist! New Oil Fitter
Chassis Lubrication
. match Up To 501.
Multigrade rawer
State 011

ONLY

to the

95

$1

Chink All Flud Levant

BRING THIS COUPON IN
TONIGHT
and get...

ONE

"Friendly local service while you’re at school."

OFF
SMOG:,
14 95

er-f-Ce-serw

LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

4A, 4B, (3 units each ) VIDEO-AUDIO begin
or review. Practical conversation. No formal
class. Study in lab/home.

r

you get benefits like free med.ca
and dental care, thirty days paid
vacation each year. and poor!,
ties for postgraduate education
To qualify, you must be a LIS
SEPT
TPARTY
SAN
JOSE
BEGI
citizen no more that 28 years old 81
OASI
AFIHNURIRVSEDRNSTSAYSRY
YEAR
have a BA or 8S degree, and pass an
aptitude test and physical exam Get
a leadership and management oppor
!unity that makes a big difference in
any career Car Navy Managemeni
Programs
1415) 452.2900

As a Navy offi(er, pride and proles
sionalism come with the territory
You also develop the potential that
you know you have and gain leader
ship experience that builds success
In operations and management,
in scientific and technical fields. you
work with highly talented men and
women commiled to being the best
You’ll get a solid starling salary
and additional allowances that add
even more to your income Pius

Try our self-paced learning programs in French,
German, Hebrew, Italian, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units/semester
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in
lab/car/home. Text tapes, software and video.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934
pintatte pod at San low. Cahlorma Memhet of Callionna New.paper Puhtnhers avtociatain and the
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akaderrin yen SI% bah wmcsier SI NI (HI i.arnpu. once per t.opy. In cern, ran naenN delivery paid for
through A v.o. ealed SlUd<111, ai SO per pent, ipaing enrolled .tudent Phone Molina’ 4,4 flhlli Adyernying 4!.1
1:i711 Ftnnted
Park, Pre,,
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Save Time & Moneyl
Parking Available al

FRIDAY
Update News: Campus and community news, KTEH Channel 54, 2:30
p.m. For information call 924-3250.

Quality
Copies

PAR KI NG
PROBLEMS?

I ilt’ ft 4-X D A Y

Akbayan: Meeting. 2 p.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 972-9882.
Career Planning and Placement:
Co-op orientation, 2:30 p.m., S.U.
Costanoan Room. For information
call 924-6033.
Career Planning and Placement:
Resume preparation, 5:30 p.m..
Business Classroom 102. For information call 924-6033.
AIESEC: Meeting, II a.m., S.U.
Guadalupe Room. For information
call 924-3453.
Golden Key Honor Society: Bake
sale, 8:30 a.m., Student Union. For
information call (415) 651-2902.
A.S. Leisure Services: Class and
trip sign-ups, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., A.S.
Business Office.
SJSU Vovinam Viet Vo Dao Club:
Vietnamese martial art demonstration, noon. S.U. Upper Pad. For information call 292-4550.
Fantasy and Strategy Club: Open
gaming area, 6 p.m.. S.U. Upper
Pad. For information call 377-5349.
A.S. Program Board: Cry Freedom
Wednesday Cinema, 7 p.m. and 10
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
For information call 924-6260.
MECha: Meeting, 6 p.m., Chicano
Library Resource Center, Wahlquist
Library North Room 307. For information call 2914-253 I .
Pi Sigma Alpha: New Student and
Faculty Reception. noon. Business
Classnxim 1.
SJSU Film and Video Society:
Meeting. 1:30 p.m., Dudley Moorhead Hall Room 347.
SJSU Ski Club: Sale of firecken-

brary oi mho accessible community
place.
Ann Leever, Plus representative,
says the program is designed to
break the cycle of illiteracy in Santa
Ish.:
that really matters instead of Clara (’(runty.
list pushing paper around." Walters
’A person with a literacy problem
has probably spent most of his life
Walters said students can earn covering up for that, including not
credit through internships in classes telling employers and friends,’
such as psclirtlop social science
.eever said
and women’s +(tidies
She said without admitting that a
Students can alsrt gain satisfaction literacy problem exists, the person is
by helping in community service likely to miss necessary help.
program,. "sometimes benefitting
The students who talked to Leever
inoie than the recipient:* Walters about volunteering already had a
said "Students can change the world definite idea about what kind of
hs %olunteering."
services they wanted to contribute.
Plus. or Project literacy, is a proThe Bill Wilson Center in Santa
lect that requires %olunteers to put in Clara seeks students interested in
one or two hours a week.
working with teenagers.
Plus recruits volunteers to teach
The center serves as a counseling
English to adults with little or no program for runaway or homeless
knowledge of the language. Volun- teens. For four weeks, teens and
teers tutor adults on a one-to-one their families work together to solve
basis. meeting once a week in a li- their problems so the children can

’".2
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6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS
Ego 1014110
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ACCU-TUNE

& BRAKE
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CHECKS

OPEN 7:30 A.M.
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
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MODERN TIMES
WEDNESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
OFFER A FREE HAPPY HOUR BUFFET AND
WE ALSO PROVIDE A LUNCH BUFFET ON
FRIDAYS’
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GET FED!
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Spartans
thwarts
Weak
defense
Lutz sparkles in OSU game,
"Confusion is a

By Darren Sabedra

big part of our
’ Delgado said. "They knew
What a difference a week makes
how to pick it up. They blocked us
In SJSU’s season -Opening 51
right across the line. We have no exictory over New Mexico State. the cuses:.
Aggies
limited
the
Spartan defense
The Spartans had the niatchups
to 74 yards on offense and minus 32 they wanted but just couldn’t get to
aids on the ground. SJSU also had the quarterback.
si quarterback sacks.
"They were very good," MU
But in Saturdays 41-27 loss to defensive coordinator Donnie Rea
Oregon State at Spartan Stadium. the said. "We had tme-on-one matchups
defense gate up 437 yards of of- the entire game, but just didn’t come
fense. including 197 yards rushing. clean . ’
The Spartans also had untimely.
The Spartans also didn’t sack OSU
quarterback Erik Wilhelm, who was misups on a few blitzes.
74 of 39 passing for 240 yards and
"We had a couple of errors at the
interceptions.
wrong time," Rea said. "For examNU’s success can be attributed to ple, we had a blitzing linebacker
NA, ilhelm’s quick release and his pass take a wrong gap. which means we
blockers picking up every blitz and had two people in the same gap."
stunt the Spartans presented.
The Spartans also had some trou"They’re an excellent pass block- ble stopping the OSU running game.
ing leant.- SJSU defensive line but it wasn’t as bad as the statistics
coach Ken Delgado said. "Through indicated. OSU running back Brian
the years and through the evolution Taylor had 70 of the team’s 197
of their passing game, they’ve had rushing yards on one play.
"We stopped their run a little."
skilled pass blockers. Their skills
match with any team that throws the Delgado said. "The statistics were
lopsided because they popped that
ball in the country.
When we did break free, he had long one. That hurt us."
a very quick release. His accuracy
Taylor’s run, which gave OSU
was incredible.**
741 lead, came on the first play of
Against New Mevico State. the the Beavers’ second possession.
Spartans were able to confuse their
Against OSU, the Spartans were
pass blockers with timely blitzes and missing outside linebacker Bill Alstunts. But against the Beavers. the cantara. who was visiting a sick relative.
SJSU defense wasn’t successful.
(rally staff writer

picking up title on the way
lii iteggiv Burton
II writer

unptessite performance in Saturdat ’s 41 27 hiss to
Oregon State. SJSI quarterback
Ken I lit/ V. as named Big West
Conterence olteirot e player ot
the week
The senior completed 15 of 43
attempts for 421 t ards. two of the
passes for touchdown., I III/ alSo
ian for a seore late in the game
lkspite his pertormance. he
could not otercome ati opportuSU
mstic Beat el iletense
sacked I titi sit Mlles
IlUITIed
lum enough to .ause three interceptions The Spartans had set en
runimeis iii ()S1.-. reit)
\ ftei the game. both head
coaihes pi :used !Anis pertoi It
"San Jose is a good team and
I III/ Is a tent good quarterback "
Beat er ctuch Date ktrethorpe
said "He ?not es around a lot and
uippi detense did not do a good ioh
Ii s

lei

ol ernilainingttuiti

"Ken Tut/ was magnificent:.
said Spartan Head (.ach Claude
iilbett
He threw the hall great
shtmed our of tenste

poten-

Forrest suffered a shoulder sprain
in the OSU game and is listed as
probable for Saturday’s game at Hawaii.
The Spartans’ defense will take a
Ile% approach against Hawaii. The
Rainbows. 2-0, stress the run offense.
"Hawaii is a completely different
preparation." Rea said. "They’re
very physical up front. The fullback
is the number one concern. If he gets
loose, everything will break down."
The Rainbotss run the veer oh
fense, which gives their offense
many rushing options.
Delgado believes the Spartans de-- tense will match up better against
Hawaii.
’Now we can use our quickness
pass
rushing
and our
basic
schemes." he said. "If they have to
rely on passing the ball. then I feel
we’ll be in pretty good shape."
Delgado is also confident about
SJSU’s upcoming games.
"Our guys are going to conic
back." he said. "We just didn’t do a
good job Saturday."

Support SJSU, win some money

tial

lii his hist iii ii games as it start.
iutc quartei hack titi SJSC. 1 tit/
has emetged as a pleasant surmise vie has completed 51 of Ins
69 passes to, (i54 t aids I tit/
1llre" I ill mlercern"Ils- his
ltit Lit, ifludhl0)%n
c, c,
passes
.UI/ IllreV, his tst touchdow n
ikiss of the season S,utiitday it hen
he tound tight end Jim Francis all
alone in the end /one tor an
yard strike Fhat tied the scow 7
7 in the first quarter
I tit/ used quick feet and quick
thinking to throv, his second
totiihdomi of the season in the
seCOIld
l’011ots mg
running
back
11,11111i
..101111MMs
iecep
i11111. SJSU had lust and
ii,uI on
the Rio \kith 1.13 left below halt time
On the next play . Lut/ tumbled

’That hurt us because of the depth
factor. Lloyd (Forrest) hurt has
shoulder in the game and continued
Delgado said. " Alcantato play
ra’s a smart player. He wasn’t the
difference in the game. But he
could’ve helped...

t3,an Baer

- Daily stall phor .ir;rpher

Quarterback Ken Lutz f9) pitches the ball vi bile offensive tacklt
Da
Liner breaks off behind him during the OM’ game.
the

snap
one ol tout he ills
handled that da
htil quick! \
teco etc.] and set:twilled to his

light to atoid the l(e.11e1 pass
I ush. He then tound Robert I eu is
ide open m the right corner of
the end lone toi the touchtlf iii n
()SI’ blocked kicket 11111 K
conversion attempt making the
w.oie 24-16 at the halt.

The Spartans closed the maim
to 24 19 on it held goal is ith Ii: 11
remaining fti the thin.1 quarter
lInt the
it
is ( /St etjtliiuieil toi 17 sttaight
points to put the game aw at
With 11.14 temainnig ill the
game. I tit/ w.ored on :in S t aid
yhoft. then hit iuIll,i.k toil ift
1:"

1.’
11.1 Lilt: 11,11 stills’

k/Ilit’

.IIiit.

By Stan Carlherg
Daily staff writer
You can win money just by supporting SJSU athletics. And writing
about it.
The SIM June Mercury News is
sponsoring a contest asking SJSU
students how they think the Spartans
are going to beat Stanford in the
"South Bay Showdown."
The question is reversed for Stanford students.
Fite students from each school
will is i it $50 by. writing in 25 words
or less a creative "how-to" for the
game.
"We created the contest to get the
campuses involved with the game,"
Randy Taylor of the SJSU Sports
Marketing said. "We hope it will be
. success and help promote the

The contest is stirring curiosity
among SJSU students.
"It would be interesting to write
something about it,- Todd Jackson
said.
Jackson, a freshman majoring in
art, believes the contest will receive
many entries because it offers
money.
"If there’s money involved, people will definitely go for it,- he said.
Other students also think the contest is a good idea.
"I think it’s a fun way of bringing
students closer to the game,- said
Ket in Faulkenberry. a senior majoring in aeronautics.
Each school will have 10 winners,
and a full -page photo of the them
will run in the Mercury News a week

prior to the game.
The Mercury New s is .ilso sponsoring another contest. , ,per I to students and the public. to scc ii ho can
correctly guess the exact sone of the
big game. The winner will receive
$500.
In case of a tie, a raffle will he
held to determine who wins the entire purse.
Each entry must be mailed on a
4" x 6" piece of paper to: Garry De;
Martini. kidder Park Dr., San Jose,
Ca. 9519(1.
The deadline for both contests is
Sept. 16 and the winners of the
’How -To- contest will be an
one week before the SJSI
Stanford game on Saturday Oct. 5.
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Beginning
Japanese
New Section Opened
JPN 001A
Sec. 3 Code 60126
1430-1550 MWF

CRY FREEDOM
at,

WI

F
FOR A1ORF: INFO CALL 9244264

8
23
24
27
30
1
4
19
21
22
4
5
15
21

Alumni Exhibition
Fresno State
Texas A & M
Stanford
Cal Poly-SLO
UC Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Notre Dame
Cal State Fullerton
San Diego State
UCI
Long Beach State
Pacific
California

TIME
730 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
730 PM
7.30 PM
7:30 PM

’ All home games played at Spartan Gym
FOR TICKET INFORMATION CALL:

924 -FANS

-
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HOME SCHEDULE

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Now that a new school year is
under way, we have an idea that’ll
make both you and your parents

14
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SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL

OPPONENT

Try a Macintosh today-you
may win a Sony Discman.

’

SEPTEMBER

4d1 E SAN CARLC‘
OPEN 7 DAY

o_T_E

-

Get As and B’s for your parents,
and a CD for yourself

7 AND Ile IP.M.
MORRIS DAIIILIEY
AUDITORIUM
U.00 ADMIISSIION

kinkois
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And if that isn’t enough reason
to look at a Macintosh tothy, here’s
another:
Right now, you have three
chances town one of Sony’s
Discman’" CD players includ
ing the exciting Sony Pocket
)iscman, which also plays
the new 3. inch CDs. And
even if you miss out on
the CD player, you may
still win one of 15 Apple
T shirts. No strings attached
just fill out a registration
form at the location listed
below.
So come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh.

feel a bit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintosh" computer to
help with your homework.
Then you’ll never have to spend
another all, nighter retyping a paper
just to purge a few typos and
dangling modifiers. You’ll be able to
crank out assignments that kxik as
though you bribed a friend in an
school.
And with an amazing new
program called HyperCard"
which just happens to come
packaged with every Macintosh
YOU Lan easily store, organize, and
cross reference research notes to
your heart’s content.
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If rk it for yourself, do it k ir
your folks.
The power to be your best.’

Filicr: August 29th September I -th
Spartan Boc)kstore’s Computer Dept.
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Snaky

CSU lacks Hispanic focus
LOS ANGELES
The next California State Univei sits campus
should he built in a Hispanic area
and +enc. Hispanic needs. according
to a report critical of the university
iystem’s treatment 01 the state’s
largest minority group
The USE Commission on Hispanic
t Inderrepresentation
also
urged the unisersity to correct what
it called a dismal record of appointing Hispanics to high-ranking administrative posts and recruiting Hispanic facully. members to the 19ampus system
’This (campus) would make education more aciessible for this underrepresented group and serve as a
magnet for Hispanics... said Tomas
Arciniega, the c lllll mission’s chairman and president of California
State University, Bakersfield.
The report is to be presented
Wednesday to the university sys-
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tem’s Board of Trustee’
The commission did not recommend a specific site for a Hispanic area campus, other than to say the
location should have "a very high
concentration of Hispanics ’’
(-SE Chancellor W Ann Re)nolds has not recommended that the
system build any additional major
four-year campuses to serve its
343.000 students. But the USE has
approved as -yet -unfunded satellite
operations for Mission Viejo and
San Marcos, which are predominantly white communities.
Since 1982, Hispanic enrollment
in the state unisersity system has
grown from 14 percent to 9 percent.

David Rose
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year enrolled in CM’. the lowest of
any ethnic group wails 10 percent
of white graduates enrolled at (’SI!.
and 17.3 percent of Asian graduates
enrolled.

REALLY?’ 4E75 WEAR 17 f
--r Now hictin ON THEEE
SON

11’3 STILL IN

Between 1977 and 1987. the

HUM -

CCM. Iii 4.6

percent.

Only one of the system’s campus
presidents
Arciniega
is His
panic. And only one 01 its nine assis
tam s ice chancellors is a -member of
that ethnic grump. None of the
CSE’s five s e chancellors is Hispanic.

even though Hispanics represent the
state’s
fastest -growing
minority
group.
According to state figures, 6.2
percent of the Hispanics who graduated from public high schools lust
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"Persistent undereducation ol this
(Hispanic) growing sector ot the
population puts at issue the ahiiir
the nation to respond to the demand,
of an increasingly interdependent
global society,- the commission’s
report said.

her of Hispanic faculty in the unisersity system increased less than 1 per-
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Lawyer claims Meese was maligned r744
wAsjcs(m
, Al’)
A law.
yer for Edwin Meese 111 says the for tier attorney geneia ’s reputation has
been impugned unfairly by a Government Ethics (Ii hce memorandum
on Meese that declaies that "simply
avoiding criminal conduct is not the
mark of public sets ice.
Ft liics office director Frank Me ticker said Monday that Meese failed
to meet federal ethics requirements
by hanging onto $14.)00 in telephone stock and by assisting longtime friend e. rohert ss aI lach
Nebeker based his memo on the

findings would he based on "undis-

cated because he had not been prosecuted.
But Nebeker said: "A major purpose of this memorandum is to remind and inform that simply avoiding criminal conduct is not the mark
of public service.

puted facts- and that the request for
a meeting was therefore being denied.
Nebeker said Meese also may
have violated a presidential executive order on ethics and accompanying regulations. a question under
review by the Justice Department’s
office of public responsibility.

results of a criminal investigation
completed this summer by independent counsel James McKay. Although McKay declined to prosecute
Meese, he concluded that Meese
probably broke federal conflict -ofinterest laws twice by handling matters affecting the telecommunications industry at the time he held the

The critique was sent to ethics officers in the federal government.
James Rocap. a lawyer for Meese.
said in a statement: "We are dismayed- by Nebeker’s memo. that
Meese’s "integrity and reputation
have been unfairly impugned.Rocap said Nebeker "apparently
read the McKay report." hut not the
rebuttal to it filed by Meese’s lawyers. In it, they said Meese’s behavior had met the highest ethical standards.
Rocap also said Nebeker had rejected a request to meet with
Meese’s attorneys.

The executive order says federal
employees should avoid any action
which might create the appearance
of, among other things, using public
office for private gain, giving preferential treatment or adversely affecting the confidence of the puhlk in
the integrity.of government.
Concerned over the
impact
Meese’s continued tenure was having on the Justice Department. former Deputy Attorney General Arnold Burns and criminal Ms ision

phone stock
Meese 11,-cl:tied he hail been s Indi

A letter last Wednesday from Nebeker to Meese’s lawyers said the

chief William Weld resigned in protest in March
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Love-sick clowns find slapstick wedded bliss
WHITMAN. Mass
s is
the
anSU-

I wo

(AP)

clowns who fell in lose at a (Atm ’Is’
convention took a shot at tying the
knot in a ceremony that was a regular circus.
"I take Chubby Cheeks to be my
awful wedded husband," Sparkles
the clown said in the weekend cere-

shoes,

garbage and hang up my clothes
every night. and I promise to visit

Before the vows. Chubby Cheeks.
trembling from matrimonial jitters.
tried to make a run for it.
"My mother cooks better than
her!" he shouted as he tried to wobble to freedom in his white baggy

her relatives without any argument
whatsoever. "
Chubby Cheeks, whose real name
is Ed Savage, and Milly Fantucchio,
who plays Sparkles, met at a Clowns
pants and oversized shoes.
of America International meeting
mony. "I promise to love. honor,
He was headed off and returned to three years ago.
and bathe him... And I will not nag the side of his bride, where he said:
Sunday’s ceremony at Castle
at him tor eating candy bars, ice "I take Sparkles to be my lawful - Land amusement park, where the
cream and cookies.’’wedded wife. I promise not to eat couple works as clowns on summer
The bride clutched fake flowers peanut butter and cookies before weekends, was a dress rehearsal for
and sported gold tinsel hair, twin- going to bed. I will help with the a more traditional ceremony later
Kling

guild eyelashes and size

18

housework, I promise to take out the

this month.

Classified
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening et 1000 PM at
Campus Christian Center, 10th 8.
San Carlos For more information
about activities. call Rev
Firnhabor at 298-0204

Norb

MAL.’ Got this SCHOOLBOY CRUSH
on you, but too SHY to ask you
out HELP ME 3rd Boor, ALLEN
WOULD LIKE TO find FEMALE companion 10 1101 with handicapped
man If you ere Interested call

Classified

Brien alter 4bM. 29823011.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BABYSITTER WANTED In exchange
tor room 8 board
sentry
Mul at 729-4061 262-0697

NEED

MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
hove plans with queilly coverage

et affordable prices Call Mark Flt.
Ice. (408)943-9190 fore no obligation quote
PUT

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME tor au
listic children 15 bra WI, 6AMSAM, Mon -Fri Call U.F. 9-5 at 377.
5412 or 377-1494

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR. Register your resume now
with the professional career program Call (408) 243-4070 for details

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S office or
call (408)371-681 1

AUTOMOTIVE
82 SUZUKI 850 cc shad 1650 comant paint’n
plete fresh tune
chrome.

Call

1 4

sport fairing. runs

GREAT’ 266-9325. 296-8674, Jeff

FOR SALE
AMP PEAVEY STUDIO Pro 40 Escinl
cond. hardly used Asking for
$140 offer Call NetIN 578-9395
FOR SALE. DAYBED S145. queen mattress set SIRS, lull size metres.
sat 1135. bunkbed set complete
8200 Everything brand new Call
Bill at 973-1527
GETS HIM TO PUT DOWN the TOIL ET
SEAT, Send $T to OK Produc110ne. P0 Moe 380190, Milpitas.
Ca 95035 Do it TODAY’
SJSU BIOLOGY DEPT is selling 122
microscopes ($100 mm
bld cal
by sealed bid only Sale Marts
90 antis 916 Cl PPM Viewing
dates Sept t 2.15, 1.3PM Call Ii
ology at 924 4861 or Property at
924-1596 for list

HELP WANTED
AD MAJORS. JRS I SRS needed to
find and service new eccts for
start up ad gency MM I yr sales
RIP . high Comm Make your own
hours, call 984.6235
A PROMOTIONA1 SPORTSWEAR firm
seeks enthusiastic student to act
as SJSU sales rep to clubs.
teems. Greek system Jon 9884801
AUTOMATED VAC FOPMT OPERA.
TORS needed on graveyd shift
and weekend shift (26-40 hr wort!
week) Requires 1 3 yrs roach or
N. assembly map or *quit/ ed In
the sciences or computer wog
Must be a US ciliren We offer
Cali
100%
reimb
education
415 493-1800, 445, VARIAN
RABYSITTER WANTED pert -turns 8-1 /
hours week

Eleeible ach.luling
your classes $250 to

PT flex hrs but must
work Tuesdays
55wpm
min
Weekly newspaper. call 436-4900

DATA ENTRY

DO

YOU DESERVE to start at the
TO P’ if you re looking to improve upon your business 8 communication skills. earn a minimum of $7 hr
have flexible
evening 8 weekend hours, and an
opportunity lor career advancement. then call 924-1130 NOW’

ENGINEERING MAJORS Inter.ted In
a chance to get real world experi.
Once during your senior peer?
Frito-Lay has an opportunity for
you to work in a manufacturing
environment ci

Student

Engi-

neer Our San Jose lecility has
many maintenance end produc-

Jose

AIDE

PRESCHOOL

$525 hr T Th. IIAM-4PM

Co-teacher. 12 ECE units. 86 25 hr City
of Milpitas. 942-2470

JOURNAL ISM 4. MARKETING students. The INSIDER has internships avell .w’ Call 436-4900
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL A year
round posillon available now
Salary I Iteguards 15 50-$6 40 hr
Pool
Managers 07 00-5.8 80 hr
Call 942-2470

TELEMARKETING. Appointment setting Part time. 1200 WK POSSIBLE, DAILY CASH Walking dls.
lance
""’ campus "’"‘"’"
evening shifts avail.* Good

Mac at MINATOS. 990-9711
sorority hasher
Good meals plus. Most work Mon-

tsperience, lots of spihs Contact Tony Sgro. Any Mountain

day. Call 292-0645

land, Or 97202

HOUSING

at 296.7393

NIL MARE POSITIONS AVAII 0611F.
$S to $8 hr PT FT positions

PHOTO PROCESSING I AB-parr-linve
84.886, Photo Proc weer re

unite Call Meg at 266-0903

<wired Call 371-6664
Type
pad ttrne
RECEPTIONIST,
45wprn, ling Spanish asp NON!
Horner.298.
Dr
Mee to SJSU

DOWNTOWN SJSU AREA’ll 3 bedroom dup., new drapes. torpid
and paint. $585 a. 8870 mo Call
797 2960 eve 295-3152
ROOM FOR RENT In now home for
quiet r.p college student Exc
loc in Evgn Hills, ewe IS min trm
SJSU 8365 me Inc’
Cell 274-5642 eves
I 1513Ral

APT

PROOFREADING

SEARCH quality work

RE

Reason..

ble fees Call Dee 1 292-7029
ELECTROLYSIS’
removal.

Roberta Bookstore

Professional HAIR
Me Only permanent

method Ask about the special
discount for FALL Complimen-

GUESS WHAT’ Captain Morgan is
coming to town again’ So get
those I EGS 11 BUNS reedy al
THETA CHI this Friday al 9PM

tary consuletion by eppointmen1
Cell 296-0931n
Join WSFCU -

INTERFAITH

GROUP

PRAYER

Your student Credit
Union -bone. include Tullion
Books -Computer Loons Com
’Free
eolith. Savings Rates

will

meet on Mons . 3 30PM at Cam.
pus Ministry. 300 S 101h St , at
San Cellos (next In RotortI

Check

Writing CaehIng

’Manu-

I

occupancy 8495 5650 deposit
508 Otte ST , 293-0969

LOST AND FOUND
HELP. Hal P! Robot keys lost Aug 31
Kerychain hIs mini-purse M.

Laser,Word Perfect 4 2 A orPg
Maker Paper.,thesicresurnes. reports 8 group protects welcome
Rees rates. 7 min frrn campus nr
180 680 To ensure yr paper

can even pm. you Call 365-2872
PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel, formerly of 65.15
You’ve got the party, we’ve got

completion on achedule reserve
yr time reerly P.1-923-2309

the music’ Michel Productions
provides a wide veriely of music
for your wedding party or dance

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
traneciption Experienced thesis
typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

at reasonable Wes Call Desiree
or Phil at 249-2820 or 922-7359
WRITING.

RESEARCH

By appt Chrystal el 923-8461

SERVICES

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Teem

Academic thesis
essIstance
Ghostwriting All sublects Guam.
11104writers Resumes Re-writing Catalog Berkeley (415) 041-

paws. Ines., resumes. dithers
No charge minor editing Roles by
page, hour or lob Former legal
secretary Write Type-972-9430

5036
A

TYPING
ACHIEVEMENT.
ACK NOWL
ACCOUNTABILITY,
Thank.

SI SO per page double spec.
Available Wien days
(Nick turnaround All Myr* guar

lion Thews, term pews group
pro).ts. resumes. etc All for.mats including AeA All work
guaranteed Quick return Almaden Branham erea Phone 264-

anteed Thenks
SECRETARY with computer

Close to school Available night
and day Rush robs are my semi silty Call earn It (408) 225-5025 or

4504
ENTERPRISE

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!

resumes, repetitive letters. transcription Fr. SPELCHEK, copy
edit disc storage Ouick turn-

word-proceseIng
Prolessionel
services with student discounts
available Oder feat turnaround,
pickup & delivery, grammar edit-

around
5825

ing and guarantee copy Call
Pamela at 1408)948-3662 to re.
serve your time now

Call 2.-

jects. theses. mistime* ($1000),
lettere. etc API, MLA. Turabien

Guaranteed
chelity
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing Rea.

tormats

sortable rates We re tost,depon
Mettle. grammaroxperienced Collette grads. no call us with papers
(esp

Santa Clara

EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
and typing services On-campus
pickup del Letter quiet Term papers (5200 p dbl sp (group pro-

ABSTRACT WE’RE NOT’ Academic
word prOCeltaing Out specialty

Mesas

WORD PROCESSING

Thee!. spectelists Also terrn papers, manuscripts, screenplay..

(408)225-9009

reports,

.punclustIon,grammer
assistance All work guaranteed For
that prof.slonal.quick A dependable worry.frea .rvIce al Its best
call PAM at 247.2681 Santa Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT A FACULTY RATES’
GO WITH THE BEST’ Take advantage
or our erpertise Top secretarial
service for all your WORD processMg needs Graphics letters,
reports, rnnutrcripts, resumes.
term papers, theses
Editing.
grammar 8 spell checking All
work clone oil a PS Laser Printer,
or printing from your disk Both
IBM 8 Mac II compute. Special
student discount. Cali Printy e
WORDWORKS at 253WORD or
253-WORK

CALL LINDA TODAY tor experi.ced,
proNsslonal word processing
Laser printer, cassette irenscrip-

EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops

A A-1

Reasonable

rates Free disk storage Frce
pickup and delivery Call 270E1936

AA A A.ACCURAC Y.

Trust TONY, 296-2067

TYPING SERVICE

reports resurnes.letters, group
proantsinerwels.thews. etc Letter quality’ All formats plus AeA
Free disk storage. Sea CHEK-

cop)

OuaL

Call Roe
li.ve message)

Science).

quer

(25

ms

(408)274.3684

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for you

INFORMATION

LIKE MAGIC
Word
proceselng. editing, researcrr. re
sum.. on-line searching, bibil
graphics, quick reference Librar.
Ian with MLS Call (408)732-7192

PAGEWISE

WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Ha. M A In Eng.
lish. 5 yrs cop end haunting ob.
..lon with doing 11 right’ FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP II DELIVERY
Students., faculty. write. Wain*" prate Esp d wdh ESL writ-

ers Edit rewrite too
Wise’ (4081 732.4645
Thls yew, call

Gel Page

typist who is

eeperi.

ended In ALL formats including
APA(NURSING DEPT r for AL I
your typing needs I THESES)
Cell I. Inds The Write Type, 281)5161 SAM.10PI1. Mon-Sal p.0 del
twice daily
WORD

PROCESSING, tumors
re
atinMa manuscripts form letters
Experienced professional Free
SbEll ING CHECK disk storage
Call 996-8821

lib
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Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-91. Ines $50 00 10.14 Lines $70 00
15 Plus) nes $9000
Phone 924-3277

Address
City 8 State
Enclosed is $

Cell 993-

I 2 bedroom. long term preferred
Meture, finencielly responsible,
clean. quiet I sober only, single

and San Salvador
PHONE NUMBERS for school work.
parents or friends 24 hr day We

acedernic.busineselegel
word
processing needs Term pepors,

Print Your Ad Here

obi A dap

1920 s DECORATED APARTMENT

Mc 11 251.0449
ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desk
top publishing A word process
utIlicIng IBM hardWareMP Seriesli
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neer campus. 6400

&Poet Utilities paid
9132 between 3-RPM
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EDITING

courses. FIT. Ceiculus. General
and Organic Chemistry, Physics.
8 more 20 different books avell-

TUTOR FOR PAY, 55 hr On Compels
UPWARD BOUND.Wahiquist-Can
Rm 219, 924.2567

WHY COOK, Be

OFFICE ASST needed nights end
weekends (15-10 hrs wk) For In.
formation call Russell Furniture

Strictly nonsexual Cali 371.1433
or 395-3580

the professors own detailed solutions Available for 8 Engineering

lions for wallpersons A counter
help Located 10 the Milpitas Town
Canter behind Marshall’s oft Cale.
tyro. Blvd Call 945-9695

credit Greet opportunity tor greet

.II,Ca 92003. (619)758-0808

Jose

THE VELVET CREAMERY RESTAURANT is now accepting applice

tieing A public relations Work for

SSNEED CASH, $500 $1.000 Muffing
envelopes, GUARANTEED’ Rush
stamped eddreseed envelope to
Bow 40267650 PortMell-Co

repoutic
techniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Special!,
Iry in chronic pain, stress, and
movement dysfunction Sliding
tee scale for the handicapped!

EXAM FILES trm Professors through
out the USA Exam problems tv

vol. 6 personality Call RICH at
998-4526

Ltd 255-41162

BENEFIT FROM A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE, Using a variety of the

able at Spartan Bks (downstairs)

WAITRESS NEEDED to, JAPANESE
Call
Restaurant, JAPANTOWN

MAJOR SINK NEEDS enroll’s.* fr col Ng* mstr chrg plan PO 860,Bon-

SERVICES

7486. 335 S Bar/wood Ave. San

Make
change Perma-

FOR BRIGHT. motlysted.
enthusiastic parson interreated In
an internship in marketing. Know.

LOOKING

cial Is waiting to meet you Hurry’
Cell today’ Must be over 18 years
$2
any toll

El FCTROL
CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Cond.
dential by eppointment only. 247.

TELEMARKETING’

commlesion
Call
CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA at 286-6113 E OF

PART TIME PRE SCH001
Hobbit Day Nursery, 571 6 3rd St
pay. $6 hr Must haw ECF

2933

8 AM-5PM, 260 Meridian Ave . Son

TEACHER’s

sage or hear six different messages left by Others You don
nave loony alone Someone spe-

COMMUNITY

cell Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298-0204

Mien.. wall over to IN Cooperative Education Dept. located in
Building 0. and submit a resume

Rich al 749-6060

NEWMAN

Center, 10th 8 San Carlos For
more Into about other ectIvIties

all shifts No experience
needed We train Apply Mon -Fri

time. evenings. Sat
optional
55 hr Call Craig al 971-6711

friendship Social end sport, partners are also available You may
choose to lea. your own mes-

MASS on Sundsy evenings el
6 301 606PM. Campus Christian

dons,

difference for
nent part-time positions. SS C,

21 yrs old Students
pursing ED , Phys
Ed
R..
Psych degrees preferred Call

BADGEXANDA

PERSONALS

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and part time posi

SURVEY CALLER for minor stock brokerage tirm Close to SJSU, part-

408-976-2002
. ..... THE
SOUTH BAY
BULLETIN
BOARD
NOW THERE IS A
FAST and easy way to meet quality
people
for
romance
or

279-9680 REWARD OFFERED

CATHOLIC

tion in eciddion to the experience.
well pay you $10 an hour 11 your

around
$45, depending on ersperlence
One year old baby Cambrian
area Call 966-1602

Northern Californle Nannies. 175
S. Antonio Rd . to* Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933. (415) 646-

(408)2864943

Paralegal Service, 297-4776

Call

horseshoe w pearls twit Sept
12th between BC 8 Science Bldg
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SEARCH COURT RECORDS’ Col. Ins
good driving record required
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tion projects that need comple-

students
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ware shop at OLD MILL Pub mkt
In Mt View Call John or Joe at

"!POLITICAL WORK

FUN. MOTIVATING, REWARDING POSITIONS in public middle schools
PT seeking responsible, cr.tIvre

lathed REWARD II found
Christine at 683.4970

8092
RETAIL SALESimm. FT PT In PASTA CHEESE shop and kitchen-

factures Hanover GSt S Valurn
Ole Member Privilege. Call 947.
72730, drop by our office al 0th
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Trees: Students want diseased elms cut down

Groundskeeper Rene Snellen

Faculty
From page I
Pennsylvania. according to Soldolsk y
So... o
said Strete’s first hook
nwsi, an
k
ileah

Minorities
Frani pa tZe
said "I think we get the students
here It lust that they don’t stay .
Hansen us currently working on a
study on w hy students drop out of
s, 11001 they are ieseals lung a thew y called "Institution -ht.- a term
his Ii studies leasons wit). students
feel uncomfortable giiing to certain
schools.
Because of San Jose’s multicultural community . the campus has potential to be a model for other
schools to study in planning their
own growth
Jack Foote, S.1S1 director of institutional research, said the area’s ethnic mix is a great hoots to the school.
"It’s important for our institution
to support as many groups as we
can," he said. "We are making a
major effort to get a good mix
here...
The recent trend in California of

From page I
This year, however, the disease is
very noticeable, he said.
For the bugs to die, the trees
would need heavy spraying with insecticides. Snellen said. But due to
the proximity of the residence halls,
spraying might endanger students’
health.
Cost is another reason why the
trees haven’t been sprayed. Konchan
said.
"It takes money to maintain them
properly," he said.
Residents of Hoover Hall have
signed a petition asking that the diseased trees be cut down, said David
Perry, a resident adviser in the dormitory.
"We don’t know how far the deterioration of the trees has gone,"
Perry said. "We don’t know how
long it will take before the limbs
start falling. We hope the trees will
be cut down before that starts happening."
One Hoover Hall resident, Mike
Bryant, a sophomore majoring in
aeronautical engineering, said he
Dave Erickson
Daily staff photographer signed the petition because he considered the trees hazards to passpoints to where a branch has broken off a diseased tree
ersby.
"I think the trees are dangerous to
as emie that he once explored first- isli artist Salvador Dali in the intro- he people walking by." Bryant
hand
duction of "Death Chants," Strew’s said.
Many of his subsequent works recent compilation of short stories
contain science fictiini and some- "It is haunted, it is nightmare, it is
times tiaces of horn
another world."
iiis %swing Li Ini:1111, two great
"Death Chants" is a blend of
lusts: genius and es 11.- %%rote Spurt. American Indian lore and fantasy.
Strete has also written children’s
LOS ANGELES (AP) Fright
books.
film hostess Elvira allegedly
Crane and Strete will present an
lifted her quips -and-cleavage
higherminority enrollment isn’t af- "evening of fiction" on Wednesday
style from 1950s macabre queen
lecting olleges alone
to begin the poetry center’s DownVampira, according to a $10 milAll I ’alm,inia’s public schools town Series. It’s a chance for stulion lawsuit accusing the actress
face an increasing challenge to edu- dents and the community to meet
of violating federal law.
cate ,hildren toi the future, now that sonic of their favorite artists, Sol"It’s like someone taking
iii
1 ii ii
of their students are non - dofsky said.
Charlie Chaplin’s ’Little Tramp’
vs hues
The season highlight is scheduled
character and ripping that off, or
"We’re going to has e to work for 8 p.m. in the Student Union
imitating Bette Midler’s voice in
with the most do. erse group of I omit Prieta Rooni.
a commercial. It’s a rip-off," atyounsters 55C.le C\ el seen.- Honig
torney Jan Goodman said Monsaid in an Associated Press slots
day.
The largest increase IL,s clime
The suit against actress Casfrom the Hispanic and Asian Stusandra Peterson, whose wisedents. many 01 kk horn are poor imcracking, black -banged character
migrants with a Minted command ot From page I
has become a cult star, was filed
English
creased students’ fees was fundlast week in U.S. District Court
"It’s a tough world unit there." he raising, he said. But Fullerton did
on behalf of "Vampira" creator
said. "You don’t graduate I rum high not support Reynold’s suggestion.
Maila Nurmi. It alleges invasion
school. you’re in deep nimble...
"President Fullerton is a quite
of privacy, infringement of right
Honig stressed that those students, competent fundraiser." Richardson
to publicity and unfair competias well as others, need to learn skills said. "She probably has at arm’s
tion.
l’or the ."Ist century in which they
length a good list of people who
Miss Nurrnis creative tradehe winking
-the market tor would donate to the project. But she
mark, public reputation and abilunskilled labor will drop from 14 might he reluctant to do that because
ity to market her lucrative characpercent to below Ill percent by the she w anted tees to come from stuter have been severely harmed,
turn of the century’
dents first."

Hoover Hall resident Warren Lee, You’re not suppose to top them,’ he
a sophomore majoring in mathemat- said.
ics, wants the trees cut down for anBecause of the deterioration of the
other reason.
leaves, the trees aren’t getting
"So we can get a better view," he enough nutrients, Snellen said.
"When the trees lose their leaves
said. Lee thinks the elms are in the
way when he plays soccer on the early, it effects their photosynthesis." he explained.
lawn by the hall
The housing grounds and mainteThus, the trees can’t make enough
nance department can’t cut the trees energy and become more susceptible
down without a permit because the to disease.
trees existed before the residence
The original landscaping of the
halls were built in 1960. Snellen campus is partly to blame for the
said.
problems with the elms, Snellen
The trees are over 1(X) years old.
said. The choice of trees and the
"The botany department gets very proximity to the buildings have
upset when it comes to taking down caused problems in maintaining
the trees because it wants to preserve them, he said.
Konchan said.
"Most of the time, the grounds
Snellen said they would attempt to department is correcting the misget a permit from the botany depart- takes of the original landscaper," he
ment.
said. "It’s a constant maintenance
"The trees are already stressed nightmare to keep up with the
out,’’ he said.
trees."
The cement walkway and the
If the elm trees are cut down,
parking lot prevent the trees from re- Konchan said, they can’t be receiving enough water, and an inade- planted due to a quarantine of the
quate job in pruning have made the species in the state.
trees more likely to catch a disease.
"It’s a shame because they’re nice
Snellen said.
trees," he said. "You’re not alWorkers contracted by housing lowed to replant elm trees in Califorgrounds department topped off the nia."
trees, Snellen said, but they did a
Another variety, more suitable to
poor job.
the area, would be planted in place
’You’re suppose to thin out elms. of the elm trees, he said.

Vampira sues Elvira for copying character

Overruns

GET ONE NOW
WHILE ME GETTING
IS GOOD.

the suit claims.
"Hopefully, my client will he
fairly compensated and Cassandra Peterson will continue with
her character and share the proceeds with my client." Ms.
Goodman said.
Nurmi created the black gowned Vampira character, combining sex appeal, humor and
death as a TV fright movie hostess in the 1950s, the suit said. In
1981, executives at KHJ-TV
asked her to revive "The Vain pint Show."
Instead, the suit contends,
Miss Nurmi was eased out after
turning over details pertaining to
the image and persona of her
character and Miss Peterson was
installed as host of the syndicated
"The P.Ivira Show."
"There is no Elvira. There’s
only a pirated Vampira." said
Miss Nurmi, 65. "Cassandra Peterson slavishly copied my product and made a fortune. America
has been duped.
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We’ve made it even easier for you to qualify for a
Wells Fargo student VISA card.
We’ve also made it easy for you to
apply. Just give us a call and we’ll take
your application over the phone. You
need to be at least a sophomore at a
4-year California college or university.
And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident
with a social security number. You
must have a checking or savings account
opened for at least six monthsand
be on good terms with your bank and any
creditors. Finally, you should have at
least $200 a month in spending money

from verifiable sources after your
expenses, That’s all it takes to qualify.
When you do, you’ll be getting a good
start on establishing credit.
So get your bank account number
and other personal information together
and call 1-800-642-BANK today.
Call Wells Fargo today and get 6 months free
membership. For a limited time, you’ll get
6 months free membership when you qualify
for a Wells Fargo student VISA card.
Call today.

Pete Escovedo
7 - 8 30 pm
Hank Ballard and the Midnighters
5 15 - 6 15 pm
TRANSIT MALL DEDICATION
5 p.m.
Dave Brubeck
12 noon 1 pm
Turtle Island String ’Quartet
11 am - 12 noon

Downtown San Jose
San Fernando at First Street
Odor mdltun 408/94 / u/ vu

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA
1 -800 -642-BANK
"O. AO 11 f,

Although the ghoulish Vampira was a hit and starred in such
cult films as "Plan Nine From
Outer Space," Miss Nurmi has
little money and is dependent on
Social Security.
"Without a lawyer, they (defendants) figured she was quite
poor and they took advantage of
her," Ms. Goodman said.
In addition to $10 million in
compensatory and punitive damages, the suit asks for a restraining order blocking future
Elvira performances, including
the upcoming NBC-TV movie
"Elvira."
"She spent a good portion of
her life coming up with a character and a show and used that for
many years and the character was
ripped off," said the Vampiracreator’s attorney.
In addition to Miss Peterson,
defendants included KHJ-TV:
NBC Productions; Panacea Entertainment; and Elvira Merchandising Inc.
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